The present study makes use of the unprecedented capability of the Gaia mission to obtain the stellar parameters such as distance, age, and mass of HAeBe stars. The accuracy of Gaia DR2 astrometry is demonstrated from the comparison of the Gaia DR2 distances of 131 HAeBe stars with the previously estimated values from the literature. This is one of the initial studies to estimate the age and mass of a confirmed sample of HAeBe stars using both the photometry and distance from the Gaia mission. Mass accretion rates are calculated from Hα line flux measurements of 106 HAeBe stars. Since we used distances and the stellar masses derived from the Gaia DR2 data in the calculation of mass accretion rate, our estimates are more accurate than previous studies. The mass accretion rate is found to decay exponentially with age, from which we estimated a disk dissipation timescale of 1.9 ± 0.1 Myr. Mass accretion rate and stellar mass exhibits a power law relation of the form,Ṁ acc ∝ M 2.8±0.2 * . From the distinct distribution in the values of the infrared spectral index, n 2−4.6 , we suggest the possibility of difference in the disk structure between Herbig Be and Herbig Ae stars.
INTRODUCTION
Herbig Ae/Be stars are intermediate-mass pre-main sequence (PMS) stars with masses between 2 and 10 M ⊙ . They are often used to understand the missing link in the star formation sequence connecting T Tauri stars and massive young stellar objects (e.g. Herbig 1960; Waters & Waelkens 1998; Oudmaijer et al. 2017 ). Herbig Ae/Be stars (hereafter HAeBe) show emission lines in their spectrum and exhibit infrared excess (known as IR excess) in the continuum, suggestive of hot and/or cool dust in the circumstellar medium (CSM) (Hillenbrand et al. 1992; Malfait et al. 1998 ). The emission lines such as Hα are formed in the CSM and are used for understanding the mass accretion process in HAeBe stars (eg. Hamann & Persson 1992; Vieira et al. 2003; Manoj et al. 2006; Mendigutía et al. 2011a,b) .
Understanding the accretion of material from the CSM is important to study the PMS evolution because it can provide vital information about the formation and evolution of planets around the stars (Muzerolle et al. 2003; Beltrán & de Wit 2016) . It is proposed that Herbig Ae (HAe) and Herbig Be (HBe) stars may show considerable differences in disc morphology and mode of accretion (Vink et al. 2002; Alonso-Albi et al. 2009; Vioque et al. 2018 ). However, in order to establish these results, we need to have precise distance measurements. This is due to the fact that the precision of stellar parameters such as age, mass, log(g) etc., strongly depend on precise distance measurements. One of the pioneering missions which provided accurate distances of nearby astronomical objects was the Hipparcos mission. Based on the distance measurements of nearby HAeBe stars from the Hipparcos mission (ESA 1997) , van den Ancker et al. (1998) derived the astrophysical parameters of a sample of 44 HAeBe stars and found that 65% of HAeBe stars show photometric variability. It may be noted that Hipparcos provided reli-able distance values for stars within 1 kpc to the Sun (de Zeeuw et al. 1999 ). The Gaia mission is designed to provide high-quality astrometry and photometry of 1.3 billion stars (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) . With the second data release of Gaia (named as Gaia DR2) (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a) , it is possible to get parallax measurements of stars with uncertainties limited to 0.04 mas, for sources brighter than G = 14 mag (Luri et al. 2018 ). From precise distance measurements, it is possible to derive the relations connecting the IR excess and mass accretion rates (Ṁ acc ) with the stellar parameters of HAeBe stars. This can be used to understand whether magnetospheric or disc accretion plays a major role in HAeBe stars.
In this work, we estimate the stellar parameters of a well-studied sample of HAeBe stars, thereby understanding the mass accretion process in pre-main sequence stars. We present the sample of HAeBe stars used for this study in Sect. 2. The results of this study are presented in Sect. 3, wherein we discuss the procedure associated with distance and extinction measurements. Also, we estimate the mass and age of HAeBe stars and discuss mass accretion in HAeBe stars. Recently, Vioque et al. (2018) estimated stellar parameters of HAeBe stars using distance measurements from Gaia DR2. They based their analysis on the derived quantities such as luminosity and temperature, which can introduce additional errors in the estimation of mass and age of HAeBe stars. Instead, in the present study, we based the analysis on Gaia color-magnitude diagram.
The main results are summarized in Sect. 4.
DATA INVENTORY
A sample of 142 stars is taken from Mathew et al. (2018) , which is a carefully selected, well-studied sample of HAeBe stars from The et al. (1994) , Manoj et al. (2006) and Fairlamb et al. (2015) . Mathew et al. (2018) discussed various mechanisms for the formation of Oi emission lines in HAeBe stars and found that Lyman beta fluorescence is the dominant excitation mechanism. This is the second work in the series, studying about thė M acc and IR excess in HAeBe stars. Here we re-estimate the relations connecting theṀ acc with the stellar parameters such as age and mass in the context of the Gaia DR2 release. These new estimates will be used for our future work to explore the possibility of using Oi 8446Å emission line as an accretion indicator in HAeBe stars (Mathew et al. in prep.) .
The coordinates, proper motions and V magnitudes of the 142 stars are taken from the literature. RA and Dec of these stars are converted from J2000 to J2015.5 epoch using their proper motion. A query for a Gaia DR2 match for these stars was then performed around the converted coordinates with a search radius of 10 arcsec via the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST)
1 . If a match was not found, then the search radius was increased up to 30 arcsec. This procedure returned 354 Gaia DR2 rows for 142 stars. For 60 stars, only one Gaia DR2 match was returned. For the remaining 82 stars with multiple entries, those which had |G−V| mag > 3.5 were removed. For the remaining multiple entries, the Gaia DR2 row with the closest positional match was selected for which |G−V| mag ≤ 2. Thus we got the Gaia DR2 parallax and magnitudes for all stars in the sample. After avoiding 11 sources, where 6 showed no parallax data and 5 had negative parallax, we finalized our sample of HAeBe stars to 131. These stars are found in the distance range of 0.09−6 kpc, with a range in Gaia G band magnitude from 4.4 to 14.5 mag.
3. RESULTS
Comparison of the Gaia DR2 distances with previous estimates
The uncertainty in the distance determination of stars is mitigated to a considerable extent due to the precision of the Gaia mission. Although Gaia DR2 provides accurate positions and parallax measurements via a rigorous astrometric reduction technique, the estimation of distance by simple inversion of Gaia parallax does entail certain inherent problems. The distance obtained through such a method is acceptable only when the parallax measurements are fairly precise, i.e., when the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the parallax measurement is preferably high (SNR≥5). In cases where fractional parallax uncertainty is high, the probability distribution for the distance inferred from inverted parallax becomes strongly asymmetric and non-Gaussian in nature. Furthermore, the distance thus estimated will be nonphysical if the concerned parallax measurement is negative, owing to the large measurement noise or due to the star moving opposite to the direction of the true parallactic motion. To tackle this problem, Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) applied a probabilistic approach to estimate distances to 1.3 billion stars having Gaia DR2 data. They adopted the distance likelihood (inferred from Gaia parallax) and a distance prior (an exponentially decreasing space density prior that is based on a Galaxy model) approach. The distance estimates and corresponding uncertainties thus determined are purely geometric and devoid of any underlying assumptions. Hence, for the present study, we use the dis-tance estimates from Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) , which are listed in Table 1 .
We compared the distance estimated from the Gaia DR2 with the values listed in the literature. Manoj et al. (2006) compiled the distances of HAeBe stars from various studies and provided the best estimate of distance for each star. This is supplemented with the distance information from the Gaia DR1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b ) and those given in Fairlamb et al. (2015) . The extreme values of distance from these compilations are included in Figure 1 along with the Gaia DR2 estimates. It can be seen from the figure that distance estimate from the Gaia DR2 is more accurate (with minimal error) than previous estimates. 
Extinction Calculation
The extinction in all the photometric bands, G, G BP and G RP , are listed in the Gaia archive. But this extinction and reddening values are limited to a small number of objects. The extinction calculation is done by an automated algorithm, which is explained in detail in Evans et al. (2018) . Also, they have listed the caveats involved in the automated way of estimating extinction values. For this work, we have independently estimated the extinction values from the extinction curve of McClure (2009) . From the curve we calcu-
The A V values for our sample of HAeBe stars are taken from Fairlamb et al. (2015) , Chen et al. (2016) and Mathew et al. (2018) . Hernández et al. (2004) suggested using high values of total-to-selective extinction (R V = 5) for estimating the extinction values of HAeBe stars. This is suggestive of grain growth in the disk of HAeBe stars (Gorti & Bhatt 1993; Manoj et al. 2006) . For the present work, we adopted R V = 5 while calculating the extinction (A V ) values. This method was followed while calculating the A V values of HAeBe stars in Mathew et al. (2018) . Hence, for this analysis, we included the A V values of HAeBe stars which are listed in Mathew et al. (2018) . For remaining stars, A V values are taken from Fairlamb et al. (2015) and Chen et al. (2016) , which are re-estimated for R V = 5. It may be noted that Hernández et al. (2004) pointed out that the age and luminosity of HAeBe stars better match with that of PMS stars when R V = 5 is employed. The A V values estimated for all the HAeBe stars will be used for correcting the Gaia photometry for extinction.
The mean wavelength values in the Gaia passbands and Johnson V band are taken from Jordi et al. (2010) .
ranges of A V are calculated using McClure (2009), which are listed below.
For 2.5 < A V < 7.5
Using these relations we estimated A G , A GBP and A GRP from the known values of A V . This is further used to correct the Gaia magnitudes, which will be used for this work.
Age and mass of HAeBe stars
In addition to precise astrometric measurements, the Gaia DR2 lists three broad-band photometric magnitudes, G, G BP and G RP , extinction in G band (A G ) and reddening (E(G BP − G RP )) values. This provides the possibility to construct a color-magnitude 
diagram (CMD) exclusively from Gaia magnitudes (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b). We identified that the G-band filter in
Gaia is very wide (720 nm) and hence can introduce uncertainty in G magnitude measurements. Hence for the present work, we use G BP and G RP magnitudes for constructing the CMD. The observed Gaia G BP and G RP are corrected for extinction using the method discussed in Sect. 3.2. Further, making use of the distance estimates (see Table 1 ), we estimated the absolute G RP magnitude (M GRP ), which will be used for the CMD analysis. Usually, the construction of the CMD with non-homogeneous datasets belonging to different epochs can introduce systematic errors in the estimation of stellar parameters. The use of Gaia astrometry and photometry for the CMD analysis alleviate this issue. Also, we derived the age and mass of HAeBe stars from the observed CMD rather than from a theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram. Luminosity calculation for stars in the HR diagram involves the conversion of V magnitude to luminosity using bolometric corrections. Such a conversion will provide substantial errors in mass and age estimates. In addition, the effective temperature of the star (T eff ) is identified using a calibration table which introduces degeneracy in T eff for relatively nearer spectral types. The age and mass of the HAeBe stars are estimated by plotting the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) isochrones and evolutionary tracks (MIST) 2 (Choi et al. 2016; Dotter 2016) in the Gaia CMD. The MIST is an initiative supported by NSF, NASA and Packard Foundation which builds stellar evolutionary models with different ages, masses, and metallicities. The updated models in the MIST archive included isochrones and evolutionary tracks for the Gaia DR2 data. We know that HAeBe stars have a range of rotation rates but we adopted the isochrones corresponding to (V/V crit ) = 0.4, since that is the only model available in the MIST database for a rotating system. Also, we adopted the metallicity Fe H = 0 (corresponding to solar metallicity; Z ⊙ = 0.0152) for estimating the age and mass of HAeBe stars. The Gaia CMD for our sample of 131 HAeBe stars is shown in Figure 2 & Figure 3 . From Figure 2 , we estimated the ages of 110 HAeBe stars by over-plotting MIST isochrones. They are found to be in the range of 0.1 to 15 Myr. From Figure 3 , it can be seen that the mass range of our sample of HAeBe stars is 1.4 to 25 M ⊙ . The masses are identified from the coincidence of the data points with the grid of MIST evolutionary tracks. The estimated ages and masses of the HAeBe stars from this work are compared with that in Vioque et al. (2018) and are listed in Table 1 . We found that 21 stars from our sample are placed below the main sequence and hence the parameters could not be estimated. Since these stars are catalogued as HAeBe stars, they may be properly positioned in the pre-main sequence location in previous studies. HAeBe stars are known to show photometric variability (van den Ancker et al. 1998 ). The stars which are found below the main sequence in Figure 2 & Figure 3 may show photometric variability. Also, some stars are positioned in the evolved region of the evolutionary track. Further studies are needed to evaluate the nature of these candidates.
Mass accretion rates of HAeBe stars
The mass accretion process during the pre-main sequence phase represents one of the important mechanisms associated with star formation. In T Tauri stars, mass accretion is through a process known as magnetospheric accretion (MA) in which the magnetosphere of the host star truncates the circumstellar disk at a few stellar radii and the material from the disk fall on to the star at free-fall velocities along the magnetic field lines, which in turn create shocks at the surface of the star. The hot (10 4 K) emission from the post-shock gas appear as excess in the UV continuum of T Tauri stars (e.g. Gullbring et al. 1998; Hartmann et al. 1998; Bouvier et al. 2007) . The MA accretion model may not be a viable mode of accretion in HAeBe stars since there are no convincing signatures of a magnetic field in these systems (Alecian et al. 2013) . Although many studies suggest disk accretion as the possible mechanism in Herbig Be stars, a consensus is yet to be obtained whether MA accretion can account for mass accretion in low mass HAeBe stars (Muzerolle et al. 2004) . For the present work, we employed magnetospheric accretion formalism while calculating theṀ acc in HAeBe stars.
The Hα line flux values of 102 HAeBe stars are taken from Mathew et al. (2018) , Fairlamb et al. (2017) and Mendigutía et al. (2011b) . In addition, we took the Hα equivalent width (EW) for four stars from Boehm & Catala (1995) , Baines et al. (2006 ), Borges Fernandes et al. (2007 and Vieira et al. (2011) . The EW is converted to line flux from the R band magnitude using the method mentioned in Mathew et al. (2018) . Hence, for the present analysis, we will be using the Hα line flux (F Hα ) values of 106 HAeBe stars. The Hα line flux is converted to luminosity (L Hα ) using the equation,
where d is the distance in pc. The accretion luminosity (L acc ) is calculated using the empirical relation given in Fairlamb et al. (2017) , which is reproduced below.
The (Ṁ acc ) can be derived from the L acc using the relation,
where M * is the mass of HAeBe stars, estimated in Sect. 3.3 and given in Table 1 ; R i is the disk truncation radius. For T Tauri stars, R i is assumed to be 5 R * Costigan et al. 2014) . HAeBe stars are fast rotators and therefore have a smaller corotation radius. The disk truncation radius, R i , should be smaller than the co-rotation radius (Shu et al. 1994 ). Thus in this work, we adopt disk truncation radius, R i = 2.5 R * (Muzerolle et al. 2004; Mendigutía et al. 2011a; Fairlamb et al. 2015) . The stellar radius R * for the 106 HAeBe stars are calculated using the equation,
where L * is the bolometric luminosity of the star, which is calculated from the V magnitude, bolometric correction and Gaia distance. Using the calibration table listed in Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) , we identified T eff and bolometric correction corresponding to the spectral type of the HAeBe star. The V magnitudes of 101 HAeBe stars are compiled from AAVSO Photometric All Sky Survey (APASS; Henden et al. 2016) and Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000) catalogues. The remaining 5 stars which had no V magnitude listed in both the catalogues are taken from the following references − Herbst & Shevchenko (1999), Getman et al. (2008) , Fresneau & Osborn (2009) and Girard et al. (2011) .
Correlation analysis of mass accretion rates with stellar parameters
The relationship between theṀ acc and the stellar parameters such as age and mass are analyzed in some of the studies (e.g. Mendigutía et al. 2011a Mendigutía et al. , 2015 Fairlamb et al. 2017) . However, in the context of precise mass and age estimates using Gaia DR2, we re-assessed the relations betweenṀ acc and the stellar parameters using the largest sample of 106 HAeBe stars to date. Figure 4(a) illustrates the correlation between the log(Ṁ acc ) and age of HAeBe stars. It can be seen that log(Ṁ acc ) decays exponentially with the age of HAeBe stars. This trend is discussed in the studies of Manoj et al. (2006) and Mendigutía et al. (2012) . From the rate of decline of accretion rate, it is possible to estimate the disk dissipation timescale, τ , using the relation,Ṁ acc (t) =Ṁ acc (0)e −t/τ (8) where t is the age of HAeBe stars. By fitting the relation to the set of data points, we obtained the disc dissipation time scale, τ = 1.9 ± 0.1 Myr. This value is near to that given in Mendigutía et al. (2012) , which is τ = 1.3 +1.0 −0.5 Myr. It may be noted that τ for T Tauri stars is 2−4 Myr (Fedele et al. 2010; Takagi et al. 2014 ). We find a lower τ value for HAeBe stars indicating that the disk dissipation timescale is shorter for intermediate mass young stars compared to their lower mass counterparts.
Further, another parameter used in the literature for calculating the rate of decline of accretion rate with age in young stellar objects (YSOs) is the power law index, η Mendigutía et al. 2012; Fairlamb et al. 2015) . The relation which connectsṀ acc with age of the star can also be considered as a power law distribution of the form,
From the best fit to the distribution of the data points in Figure 4 (b), we obtained η = 1.2 ± 0.1. This value is on the lower end when compared to the estimates of Mendigutía et al. (2012) and Fairlamb et al. (2015) , which are 1.8
+1.3
−0.7 and 1.92 ± 0.09, respectively. This could be because of the increased number of high mass HBe stars in our sample.
In Figure 5 we plotted the correlation betweenṀ acc and stellar mass. Our sample of HAeBe stars cover a broader range in spectral type/mass andṀ acc (∼ 10 −3 − 10 −7 M ⊙ yr −1 ), when compared to the sample of stars given in Mendigutía et al. (2011a) . This is because our sample contains high mass candidates with mass > 6 M ⊙ , whereas those listed in Mendigutía et al. (2011a) are with mass < 6 M ⊙ . The best fit for our sample of HAeBe stars in Figure 5 provides the relationṀ acc ∝ M , which comes close to our estimate. It may be noted that the mass dependence of accretion rate in T Tauri stars is lower than the value calculated for HAeBe stars, i.e.,Ṁ acc ∝ M 2 * (Muzerolle et al. 2005; Natta et al. 2006 ).
The best fit and the confidence limits for Figures  4(a) , 4(b) and 5 are determined using the Monte Carlo method to account for the associated uncertainties in age, mass andṀ acc . For this purpose, 100,000 samples for age, mass andṀ acc were created. The values for these samples were randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution having a mean equal to the actual measured value in each case and a standard deviation equal to the associated uncertainty. The best fit is then estimated for each of the resulting data set. The fit parameters obtained for all 100,000 datasets results in a normal distribution, the mean of which, along with its 3 σ confidence limits, is taken as the final best fit.
Quantifying IR excess using spectral index
IR excess in the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) is one of the important criterion used in identifying YSOs. It provides a better understanding of the composition of gas and dust in the disk of a PMS star. Lada & Wilking (1984) differentiated YSOs into different classes from the shape of their SEDs in the IR region. Lada (1987) quantified the classification scheme using the slope in the IR region of the SED, which are known as Lada indices. The YSOs can be classified as Class 0, Class I, Class II and Class III, based on the steepness of the indices at various wavelength intervals (Lada 1987; Andre et al. 1993 ). The estimation and analysis of Lada indices are very important in studying the evolution of HAeBe stars as it gives an idea about the evolution of the CSM. The equation defining the spectral index (Lada 1987; Wilking 1989; Greene et al. 1994 ) is expressed as,
For our analysis we consider the spectral index, n 2−4.6 , which is the ratio of the flux values at 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) K s -band (i.e., λ 1 = 2.159 µm) and WISE (Cutri et al. 2013 ) W2-band (i.e., λ 2 = 4.6 µm). The age estimates are available only for 110 stars. However, the spectral index is not calculated for the HAeBe stars CPD-61 3587B and LkHA 224 due to the unavailability of WISE magnitudes. Hence, a sample of 108 stars is used for this analysis. A plot between spectral index (n 2−4.6 ) and age of HAeBe stars is shown in Figure 6 . No clear trend is evident in the variation of n 2−4.6 with respect to age in Figure 6 . However, when we categorize the HAeBe stars in various mass bins, a tentative trend seems to emerge. For HAeBe stars with mass less than 2 M ⊙ , the n 2−4.6 value is around -1. For stars in the mass range 2−7 M ⊙ , there is a scatter in the distribution of n 2−4.6 values, with majority of the data points around n 2−4.6 = -1. The majority of massive stars (mass > 7 M * ) are showing IR index from 0.5 to -3, where the negative index is more prominent in these high mass candidates. This agrees with the study of Alonso-Albi et al. (2009) where they suggested that in high mass HBe stars disk dispersal is faster and disk masses are 5−10 times lesser than low mass counterparts. They explained this observation by suggesting that photoevaporation mechanism due to the UV radiation disperses the gas content in the disk, after which only a thin dusty disk containing large grains remain. The caveat in our study is the upper bound in age quoted for massive HBe stars.
Comparison with Vioque et al. (2018)
Calculation of stellar parameters from the theoretical HR diagram involves the use of derived variables such as bolometric luminosity (L bol ) and effective temperature (T ef f ). The estimation of these quantities from magnitude and color/spectral type involves approximations and comparison with standard calibration tables, which add more errors into the calculation of age and mass. Our analysis is based on the Gaia CMD rather than a theoretical HR diagram. Using a uniform photometric system combined with precise distances can give accurate estimation of age and mass of PMS stars. Thus, combining the refined stellar distances and the most consistent photometric measurements from the Gaia DR2, along with the help of synthetic photometry isochrones and evolutionary tracks from the MIST, accurate stellar ages and masses are estimated in this work. In comparison, Vioque et al. (2018) adopted the theoretical HR diagram for the analysis of age and mass. The differences between our analysis with that of Vioque et al. (2018) are listed below.
• We used the photometry and distances from the Gaia for the estimation of age and mass of HAeBe stars. Vioque et al. (2018) used only the Gaia distances for the same.
• Vioque et al. (2018) • We used R V = 5 for the A V calculation of HAeBe stars whereas Vioque et al. (2018) used R V = 3.1. This is because Hernández et al. (2004) showed that total to selective extinction R V = 5 better reproduces the stellar parameters of HAeBe stars. Also, it is understood that the photometric variability and high value of reddening in HAeBe stars are not due to the interstellar medium, but due to dust particles with large grain size in the CSM (see Gorti & Bhatt 1993; Manoj et al. 2006 ).
• For a statistical comparison of stellar parameters with Vioque et al. (2018) , we also estimated ages and masses of HAeBe stars with R V = 3.1. The median of the fractional difference between our ages with R V = 3.1 and Vioque et al. (2018) ages is calculated to be within 19%. The fractional difference is defined as, V ioque estimate − Our estimate Our estimate × 100
For masses, the fractional difference is found to be within 8%. The difference in age and mass could be due to our use of the Gaia CMD and the MIST models whereas Vioque et al. (2018) used the HR diagram and the PARSEC models (Bressan et al. 2012 ). This comparison is extended to our actual estimates of age and mass for R V = 5. The median of the fractional difference of age and mass between our work (R V = 5) and Vioque et al. (2018) is within 31% and 17% respectively.
• Vioque et al. (2018) used the Hα EW for correlation studies with age and mass of HAeBe stars. However, for our analysis, we used the Hα line flux, from which theṀ acc is calculated, which is used for the correlation analysis with age and mass of HAeBe stars. It may be noted that Mendigutía et al. (2012) have reported that the Hα EW may not give a clear idea about the gas content of the disk. They suggested estimatinġ M acc from the Hα line flux to study the gas content of the disk, which we employed in this work.
• Vioque et al. (2018) used the continuum flux distribution from 1.24 µm to 22 µm for the analysis of IR excess in HAeBe stars. This includes the flux measurement from the WISE W4 photometric band, which is not very reliable as the images of many HAeBe stars are not registered in W4 band. Hence, we restricted the analysis to WISE W2 band, which provides better photometry with good SNR and is free of artifacts.
• Vioque et al. (2018) found that there is a break in IR excess with mass. We also arrived at a similar conclusion. However, they suggested considerably low IR excess for massive HAeBe stars whereas we see a considerable range in IR excess values in this work (see Figure 6 ).
SUMMARY
The present study made use of the unprecedented capability of the Gaia mission to derive the stellar parameters such as age and mass of HAeBe stars. Using the stellar parameters and the compiled Hα flux, theṀ acc for the sample is estimated. Also, we investigated the capability of the IR spectral index as a better method in quantifying the IR excess. The main results of this study are summarized below.
• Better accuracy of the Gaia DR2 astrometry is confirmed from the comparison of the Gaia DR2 distances with the previously estimated values from the literature. We adopted the distance values compiled in Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) , which are the best distance estimates to date with minimal errors, for the sample of HAeBe stars used for this study.
• Age and mass of 110 HAeBe stars are estimated using the Gaia CMD, with the aid of MIST isochrones and evolutionary tracks. In our knowledge, no studies were done till now which calculated the age and mass of a confirmed sample of HAeBe stars using both the photometry and distance from the Gaia mission. Since we employed Gaia CMD for estimating the age and mass of HAeBe stars, we avoided considerable errors when these quantities are estimated from theoretical HR diagram.
• Mass accretion rates are calculated from the Hα line flux measurements of 106 HAeBe stars, which is the largest sample to date. Since we had used distances and the stellar masses derived from Gaia DR2 data in the calculation ofṀ acc , our estimates can be more accurate than previous studies.
• The disk dissipation time scale derived for our sample of HAeBe stars is 1.9 ± 0.1 Myr, which is consistent with the previous estimate (Mendigutía et al. 2012 ).
• We found that mass accretion rate is related to the mass of HAeBe stars in the form of the relation,
• We calculated the spectral index (n 2−4.6 ) in quantifying the IR excess in HAeBe stars. A correlation between the spectral index and age suggested a distinction between the disk of HAe and HBe stars. Massive HBe stars with ages <0.1 Myr show diverse values of the infrared spectral index, ranging from 0.5 to −3, with the negative index being more prominent. The possibility of photoevaporation resulting in the dissipation of gas content in the disk and thereby forming a thin disk and the formation difference between HBe and HAe stars needs to be explored from further studies.
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